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A M P C O®  P R O D U C T S 

ConsTruCTIon sTyles

Floor mounTed

Floor mounted compartments are recommended where 
ceiling heights make installation of ceiling supported 
compartments impractical and where 
overhead bracing is not required.

CeIlIng supporTed

Ceiling supported compartments are favored 
installations in construction with drop ceilings or span 
type ceiling systems. ampco’s ceiling supported 
compartments also offer unobstructed floor surface for 
easy maintenance.

overhead braCed

overhead braced compartments are recommended 
where structural rigidity is a necessity, especially where 
building construction and high ceilings prevent other 
types of installations.

Floor To CeIlIng

Floor to ceiling supported compartments are a popular 
ampco® solution providing a sturdy installation. 
mounting at the floor and ceiling eliminates the need 
for overhead bracing without sacrificing the rigidity and 
strength of the restroom compartments.

standard Compartment styles
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ConsTruCTIon sTyles
no-sight line Construction style

eurolIne™
ampco euroline™ restroom compartments offer unsurpassed security and privacy achieved with a 6 
inch(150 mm) floor clearance and a door mounting system that eliminates see-thru gaps. euroline is 
available in high pressure laminate, solid phenolic Core, solid surface and solid surface veneer.

Hardware Considerations
all components are constructed of heavy duty aluminum, finished with an attractive and durable powder 
coating process. Tamper resistant fittings and nylon bearings provide corrosion resistance. hardware is 
blister packed to provide easy on-site storage, identification and installation.

Durability
The euroline hpl Compartments are faced with high pressure laminate on all surfaces, and the phenolic 
range is constructed for an even greater resistance to impact and high humidity levels. solid surface 
material is impervious to water, moisture and heat. They offer practical elegance and repairability. all 
systems provide strong tamper-proof, corrosion resistant hardware. 

euroline Classic compartments system is an  
unframed system with a clean look on the top 
line with concealed angle bracing mounted to 
infill panels of the same material between door  
openings.

euroline meTro compartment system utilizes 
a satin finished aluminum tubing anchored to 
the top of each stile and braced to all walls 
with hardware of the same finish. The system 
would be considered when applications require 
increased structure and stability, but aesthetic 
lines and looks are demanded.
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